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Abstract 
We study when a problem in enumerative geometry may have all of its solutions be real and 
show that many Schubert-type enumerative problems on some flag manifolds can have all of 
their solutions real. Our particular focus is to find how to use the knowledge that one problem 
can have all its solutions to be real to deduce that other, related problems do as well. The 
primary technique is to study deformations of intersections of subvarieties into simple cycles. 
These methods may also be used to give lower bounds on the number of real solutions that are 
possible for a given enumerative problem. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 14420, 14P99, 14M15 
1. Introduction 
Determining the common zeroes of (overdetermined) systems of polynomials is fur- 
ther complicated over non-algebraically closed fields such as the real numbers. We 
consider a variant of this problem, that of ‘solving’ a system of subvarieties of an 
algebraic variety, in other words, problems of enumerative geometry. We seek real 
solutions to such problems; in particular we ask when a given problem of enumerative 
geometry can have all its solutions real. We call such a problem filly real. 
Little is known about enumerative geometry from this perspective. Since the Bezout 
bound may be attained for real polynomials, the problem of intersecting hypersurfaces 
in projective space is fully real. Khovanskii [ 131 considers intersecting hypersurfaces 
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in a torus defined by a few monomials and shows the number of real zeros are at 
most a fraction of the number of complex zeroes. Fulton, and more recently, Ronga 
et al. [18] have shown the problem of 3264 plane tonics tangent to five given tonics 
is fully real. The author [20] has shown that all problems of enumerating lines incident 
on linear subspaces of a projective space are fully real. 
We ask: How can the knowledge that one enumerative problem is fully real be used 
to infer that a related problem is fully real? We give several procedures to accomplish 
this inference and examples of their application, extending the list of enumerative 
problems known to be fully real. 
This approach involves studying intersections of any dimension, not just the zero- 
dimensional intersections of enumerative problems. Our technique is to deform general 
intersection cycles into unions of simpler cycles. This modification of the classical 
method of degeneration was suggested by Chiavacci and Escamilla-Castillo [5], who 
investigated these questions for Grassmannians. If such deformations are described 
explicitly for an enumerative problem, (as they are in [20, 221) then it may be pos- 
sible to use homotopy continuation methods [l] to find approximate (real) solutions 
for that problem. This has been accomplished for hypersurfaces in a complex torus 
L6, 121. 
Let ~1,. . . , c-t, be cycle classes spanning the Chow ring of a smooth variety X. For 
cycle classes PI,. . . , fib, there exist integers ci for i = 1,. . ,a such that 
fIPi=kC,.Q, (1) 
i=l i=l 
in the Chow ring of X, When the ci are nonnegative, the product formula (1) has 
a geometric interpretation: For each i = 1,. . . , 6, let & be a subvariety with cycle 
class PI, and suppose that Yi, . . . , I$ meet generically transversally in a cycle Y. Then 
(1) asserts that Y is algebraically equivalent to a cycle 2 := Zi U . . U Z,, where 
Z, has c, components, each with cycle class ai. That is, (roughly) there exists an al- 
gebraic deformation of Y into Z. This algebraic equivalence is effective if one may 
deform the intersection cycle Y into the cycle Z through cycles which are themselves 
intersections of the same form as Y. Thus effective algebraic equivalence is a con- 
crete geometric manifestation of identities (1) in the Chow ring of X. If the cycles 
Yi,. . . , I$, and each component of Z are defined over R, and the intermediate cycles 
are also intersections of real subvarieties, then the effective algebraic equivalence is 
real. 
Real effective algebraic equivalence can be used to show that an enumerative problem 
is fully real, or more generally, to obtain lower bounds on the maximal number of 
real solutions: in the situation of the previous paragraph, suppose the cycles Yi,. . . , Yb, 
WI,. . . , WC intersect transversally in a zero-cycle. Further suppose that Z n W, c7. n WC 
is transverse, zero-dimensional, and has at least d real points. We had that Z is a 
deformation of intersections of the form 4’ n . . n q, where each x’ is real and has 
cycle class pi. Thus there exist real cycles q’, . . . , Y,’ such that Y,ln. . .nYdn WI fl. . .n &, 
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is transverse, zero-dimensional, and has at least d real points. This is because both 
transversality and the number of real points in an intersection is preserved by small 
real deformations. 
Sections 2-4 introduce and develop our basic notions and techniques. Subsequent 
sections elaborate and apply these ideas. In Section 5, we prove that any enumer- 
ative problem on a flag manifold involving five Schubert varieties, three of which 
are special Schubert varieties, is fully real. Given a smooth map n : Y -X, we re- 
late real effective algebraic equivalence on Y to that of X in Section 6 and use this 
in Sections 7 and 8 to show that many Schubert-type enumerative problems in sev- 
eral classes of flag manifolds are fully real. A proof that enumerative problems in- 
volving intersecting hypersurfaces in P” are fully real in Section 9 suggests another 
method for obtaining fully real enumerative problems. This is applied in Section 10 
to show that any enumerative problem involving lines incident upon subvarieties of 
fixed dimension and degree is fully real, and in Section 11 to show the enumera- 
tive problem of (n - 2)-planes in lF’” meeting 2n - 2 rational normal curves is fully 
real. 
2. Intersection problems 
Varieties are reduced, complex, and defined over the real numbers IF&‘. Let X and Y 
denote smooth projective varieties and U, V, and W normal quasi-projective varieties. 
Equip the real points X(R) of X with the classical topology. Let A*X be the Chow 
ring of cycles on X modulo algebraic equivalence. 
Two subvarieties meet generically transversally if they meet transversally along a 
dense subset of each component of their intersection. Such an intersection scheme is 
generically reduced, that is, reduced at the generic point of each component. 
A subvariety 8CUxX (or E -+ U) with generically reduced equidimensional fibers 
over a normal base U is a family of multiplicity-free cycles on X over U. All fibers 
of E over U are algebraically equivalent, and we say E -+ U represents that algebraic 
equivalence class. By a real fiber of Z or real member of the family E, we mean a 
fiber over a point of U(R). Our attention is restricted to multiplicity-free cycles for the 
simple reason that multiplicities may introduce complex conjugate pairs of solutions, 
complicating (and perhaps obstructing) our analysis. 
These deformation methods may involve comparing cycles from different families. 
Chow varieties provide a canonical place for such comparisons. For an elaboration of 
the properties of Chow varieties, see [S] and the references contained therein. Also [2] 
contains a discussion of Chow varieties in the analytic category, which suffices for our 
purposes. Positive cycles on X of a fixed dimension and degree are parameterized by 
a Chow variety of X. We suppress the dependence on dimension and degree and write 
ChowX for any Chow variety of X. The open Chow variety Chow”X is the open 
subset of ChowX parameterizing multiplicity-free cycles on X. There is a tautological 
family @- Chow”X of cycles on X with the property that [ E Chow”X represents 
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the ftmdamental cycle of the fiber @l. Moreover, @ extends to a family @J over all of 
ChowX, where the cycle represented by [ E ChowX has support equal to the support 
of the fiber @pr. Furthermore, families %+ U of multiplicity-free cycles on X over U 
are classified by algebraic morphisms from U to ChowoX, since U is normal [8]. Let 
4 be the map classifying such a family E-+ U. Then for u E U, 4(u) is the point on 
ChowX representing the fundamental cycle of the fiber ZU. 
Two families Z+ U and Y + V of multiplicity-free cycles on X are equivalent if-- 
they have essentially the same cycles. That is, if C#J( U) = 4’(V), where C$ and 4’ are 
the maps classifying E and Y, respectively. Our results remain valid when one family of 
cycles is replaced by an equivalent family, perhaps with the additional assumption that 
c$( U(R)) = 4( V(R)). The varieties ChowX and Chow”X as well as the classifying 
map 4 : U + Chow X are defined over R’ [ 19, Section 1.91. We shall let C$ denote the 
classifying map of whichever family we are considering. 
We consider intersections which vary within families. Suppose that for each 1 _< i 5 
b 3. -+ iJj is a family of multiplicity-free cycles on X. Then nf=, Ui parameterizes all 9 -1 
possible intersections of fibers from the families Et,. . . , Eb. If there is a non-empty 
locus U c @=, U, of points where the intersection is generically transverse, then we 
say that the families 21,. . . , E_b constitute a (well-posed) intersection problem. Set 
Z”--t U to be the resulting family of intersection cycles, a multiplicity-free family of 
cycles on X. We shall often neglect the dependence on the original families and refer 
to Z -+ U as this intersection problem. 
Not all collections of families of cycles give well-posed intersection problems, some 
transversality is needed to guarantee U is nonempty. When a reductive group acts tran- 
sitively on X, Kleiman’s Transversality Theorem [14] has the following 
consequence: 
Proposition 1. Suppose a reductive group acts transitively on X, El is a constant 
family, and for each 2 5 i 5 b, Ei is equivalent o a family of multiplicity-free 
cycles stable under that action. Then El,. . . ,Z b give a well-posed intersection 
problem. 
Grassmannians and flag manifolds have such an action. For these, we suppose all 
families of cycles are stable under that action, and thus give well-posed intersection 
problems. 
Suppose a reductive group acts on X with a dense open orbit X! This occurs if, for 
instance, X is a toric variety, or more generally, a spherical variety [4, 15, 171. Each 
family may be stable under that action, but the collection need not give a well-posed 
intersection problem as Kleiman’s theorem only guarantees transversality in X! How- 
ever, it is often the case that only points of intersection in X’ are desired, and suitable 
blow up of X or a different equivariant compactification of X’ exists on which the 
corresponding intersection problem is well-posed (see, for example [ 10, Section 1.41 
or [9, Section 9 and Section 10.41). 
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3. Effective algebraic equivalence 
Let al,. . , cc, be distinct additive generators of A*X, and for 1 <_ i <a, suppose 
Y(ai)+ V(Q) is a family of multiplicity-free cycles on X representing the cycle 
class ai. When X is a Grassmannian or flag manifold, ~(1,. . . , u, will be the Schubert 
classes and Y(cli)+ V(Ni) will be the corresponding families of Schubert varieties. 
We make precise the notion of real effective algebraic equivalence of Section 1. 
A family of multiplicity-free cycles E c U xX with classifying map C#J has efSective 
algebraic equivalence with witness Z E 4(U) tl Chow”X if each (necessarily 
multiplicity-free) component of Z is a fiber of some family Y(Cli). This effective al- 
gebraic equivalence is real if additionally Z E 4( U(R)) and each component of Z is 
a real fiber of some family Y(Cli) (a fiber over V(ai)(iW)). An intersection problem 
= y I,, . . , Eb has (real) effective algebraic equivalence if its family of intersection cycles 
B --) U has (real) effective algebraic equivalence. 
Real effective algebraic equivalence has a more intuitive formulation: A cycle Z as 
above witnesses real effective algebraic equivalence for a family E-+ U if and only if 
Z is a deformation of real fibers of E. Specifically, we have: 
Proposition 2. A multiplicity-free cycle Z whose components are fibers of the families 
!?‘(a/) witnesses real effective algebraic equivalence for a family E”--t U if and only if 
there is a family @ --+ W over a normal base W with a connected subset S of W(R) 
such that Z is a fiber of @Is and general jibers of @ over S are equal (as cycles) to 
real fibers of E. 
Proof. For the forward implication, suppose Z witnesses real effective algebraic equiv- 
alence for the family %-+ U. Let W be the normalization of 4(U) n ChowOX, the 
family @ the pullback of the tautological family over ChowOX, and S the inverse 
image of &U(R)) in W. 
For the other implication, let 4’ be the classifying map of Q--t W. Then Z E 
4’(S) c +( U(R)), which shows that Z witnesses real effective algebraic equivalence 
forE+U. Cl 
Let PI,..., pb be classes from {IX,,..., CC,}. Suppose the collection of families 
Y( /II ), . . . , Y(j$,) give an intersection problem Y -+ V having effective algebraic equiv- 
alence with witness Z. Fibers of Y + V are generically transverse intersections of fibers 
of u/(/3, ), . . . , Y(Pb), and so have cycle class @=, /?i. As Z E 4(V), this product equals 
the cycle class of Z, which is cf=, Ci‘mi, where Ci counts the components of Z lying 
in the family Y(ai). Thus in A*X, we have 
fib; = kCi. clj. 
r=l i=l 
To compute products in A*X, classical geometers would try to understand a gener- 
ically transverse intersection of degenerate cycles in special position, as a generic 
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intersection cycle is typically too difficult to describe. Effective algebraic equivalence 
extends this method of degeneration by also considering limiting positions of such in- 
tersection cycles as the subvarieties degenerate further, even to the point of attaining 
excess intersection. 
A Schubert subvariety Q,F. of a flag manifold is determined by a complete flag F. 
and a coset w of a parabolic subgroup in the symmetric group. Thus Schubert classes 
o,,, are indexed by these cosets and families YW of Schubert varieties have base [Fe, 
the manifold of complete flags. 
A special Schubert subvariety of a Grassmannian is the locus of planes in P” 
whose intersection with a fixed linear subspace has dimension exceeding the expected 
dimension. More generally, a special Schubert subvariety of a flag manifold is the 
pullback of a special Schubert subvariety from a Grassmannian projection. If m is the 
index of a special Schubert class, then the Pieri-type formula for flag manifolds [ 16, 
211 shows that for any w, there exists a subset I,,,, of these cosets such that 
fsm’crw = c 0,. (2) 
X E I,,,. II
Theorem 3. Let w and m be indices of Schubert varieties in a jag manifold, with 
m the index of a special Schubert variety. Then the intersection problem E+ U 
given by the families ‘PW and ‘u, has real eflective algebraic equivalence with witness 
c x E ,,,,, I( C&F., where F. is a real complete ,fiag. 
Proof. The Bore1 subgroup B of GL,@ stabilizing a real complete flag F. acts on the 
Chow variety with fixed points the B-stable cycles, which are sums of Schubert varieties 
determined by F.. As Hirschowitz [ 1 l] observed, 4(U) is B-stable, and must contain 
a fixed point [3, 111.10.4]. In fact, if F! is a real flag in linear general position with 
F., then the B( R)-orbit of C&F. II Q,F.’ is a subset of @(U(R)). Moreover, its closure 
has a B(R)-fixed point, as the proof in [3] may be adapted to show that complete 
B(R)-stable real analytic sets have fixed points. Since the coefficients of the sum (2) 
are all 17 IL,,,,. ,, G$F. is the only B(R)-stable cycle in its algebraic equivalence class, 
and therefore 
4. Fully real enumerative problems 
An enumerative problem of degree d is an intersection problem E=“--t U with zero- 
dimensional fibers of cardinality d. An enumerative problem is fuZZy real if there 
exists u E CJ( IR) with all points in the fiber E, real. In this case, u = (~1,. . . , Ub) with 
each U; E Ui(R) and the cycles (sl )U,, . . . , (&)uh meet transversally with all points of 
intersection real. 
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Theorem 4. An enumerative problem Z:--t U is fully real if and only if it has real 
eflective algebraic equivalence. That is, if and only tf there exists a point 5 E &U(R)) 
representing distinct real points. 
Proof. The forward implication is a consequence of the definition. For the reverse, let 
d be the degree of Z:-t U and 4 its classifying map. Then 4 : U +SdX, the Chow 
variety of effective degree d zero-cycles on X. The real points SdX(R) of the Chow 
variety represent degree d zero-cycles stable under complex conjugation. Its dense set 
of multiplicity-free cycles has an open subset A? parameterizing cycles of distinct real 
points, and i E .A%‘. Thus 4( U(R)) n ~2’ # 0, which implies Z-+ U is fully real. 0 
5. Pied-type enumerative problems 
Theorem 5. Any enumerative problem in any jag manifold involving five Schubert 
varieties, three of which are special, is fully real. 
Proof. Let wl, WI be indices of Schubert varieties and ml,mz,rn3 indices of special 
Schubert varieties in a flag manifold. Suppose the families !PW, , Yw,, Y,,,, , Iym2, and 
‘y,, give an enumerative problem E+ U. 
By Theorem 3, for each i = 1,2, the intersection problem fi + L$ given by the fami- 
lies ‘y,, and Y,,,, has real effective algebraic equivalence with witness C,, E ,,,, ,( fl,,F., 
for any real flag F.. Let F. and F! be real flags in general position and set ’ ’ 
Z, := c C-&F. and Z2 := c !&F!. 
51 EL,.,,, x2 E 1”12.“2 
Since F. and F.’ are in general position, Zi flZ2 is a generically transverse intersec- 
tion. By Kleiman’s transversality theorem [ 141 there exists a real flag E. such that 
Zi n Zz n C&E. is a transverse intersection. Components of Zi n Zz are intersections 
!J,, F. n C&F! of two Schubert varieties. By the Pieri-type formula for flag manifolds 
[ 16, 211, each triple intersection 
C&F. nQ,,F!nQ,,,E. 
either is empty, or is a single (necessarily) real point. Thus Zi n Z2 n L?,,E. is a trans- 
verse intersection all of whose points are real. For i = 1,2, Zi is a deformation of real 
cycles of the family &. This implies there exist real fibers (& )v, and (r~)“~ of the 
families ri and r2 such that (ri ),, n (l-2),, n L&E. is a transverse intersection all of 
whose points are real, as transversality and the number of real points in an intersection 
are preserved by small real deformations. The fiber (ri )“, is a generically transverse 
intersection of real cycles from W,, and Y,,,,. Likewise, (r2)“> is a generically trans- 
verse intersection of real cycles from YW, and Y,,,,. In other words, 5 -+ U is fully 
real. 0 
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6. Fibrations 
Suppose 7t: Y +X is a smooth morphism. If B -+ U is a family of multiplicity-free 
cycles on X representing the cycle class CI, its pullback rc*E:=(lu x x)-‘8+ U is a 
family of multiplicity-free cycles on Y representing the cycle class n*a. 
Suppose c(i). , . , a, generate A*X additively and Y(ai),. .., Y(cc,) are families of 
cycles representing these generators. The classes rc*czi , . . . , rc*ct, span the image of A*X 
in A* Y and are represented by the families rc*Y’(cxi ), . . . , n*Y(cr,). Effective algebraic 
equivalence is preserved by pullbacks: 
Theorem 6. If E---f U is a family of multiplicity-free cycles on X having t$ective 
algebruic equivalence with witness Z, then rc*E --f U is a family of multiplicity-free 
cycles on Y having eflective algebraic equivalence with witness TC-‘Z. Likewise, if 
5 + U has real eflective algebraic equivalence, then so does rc*S + U. 
Proof. If 3 -+ U has an effective algebraic equivalence with witness Z, then there 
is a family Q--f W of cycles containing 2 whose general member is a fiber of z:“. 
Thus the family n*@ + W contains 7~‘Z and its general member is a fiber 
of n*E”. 
If Z -+ U has real effective algebraic equivalence with witness Z, then FV(R) has 
a connected subset S and Z is a fiber of @ over a point of S. Again, considering n*@ 
shows rr*z has real effective algebraic equivalence with witness n-‘Z. 0 
7. Schubert-type enumerative problems in IF&, i IP” are fully real 
The variety PO, I P” of partial flags q E I c P” where q is a point and 1 a line has 
projections 
where (6 1 P” is the Grassmannian of lines in P. 
A Schubert subvariety O(F,P) of Gi P” is determined by a partial flag F c P of P”: 
SZ(F,P):={IEG,[FD”IlnF#0 and IcP}. 
If F is a hyperplane of P, then Q(F, P) = G ,P, the Grassmannian of lines in P. 
In addition to rc- ’ Q(F, P), there is one other Schubert subvariety of [F/s, 1 P which 
projects onto Q(F, P) in G 1 P”: 
6(F, P) := {(q, Z) E IF/O, I P” ( q E F and I c P} 
Any Schubert subvariety of F40,i P” is one of O(F, P) or 6(F,P), for suitable 
F c P. The varieties 6(F, P) have another description, which is straightforward to 
verify: 
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Lemma 7. Let N, P be subspaces of P”. Then 
and, if N and P meet properly, this intersection is generically transverse. 
Corollary 8. Any Schubert-type enumerative problem on WO, 1 P” is equivalent to one 
involving only pullbacks of Schubert subvarieties from P” and G 1 P”. 
The next lemma, an exercise in linear algebra, describes Poincare duality for Schubert 
subvarieties of [Fee, 1P”. 
Lemma 9. Suppose a linear subspace N meets a partial jag F c P properly in EJ”. 
Zf7c- ‘Q(F,P) and p- IN have complimentary dimension in IFto, 1 P”, then their inter- 
section is empty unless both N n P and F are points. In that case, rc-‘Q(F, P) and 
p-‘N meet transversally in the single partial jag N n P E (N n P, F), which is a point 
of IF&o,, P. 
Theorem 10. Any Schubert-type enumerative problem in WO, 1 P” is fully real. 
Proof. By Corollary 8, it suffices to consider enumerative problems involving only 
pullbacks of Schubert subvarieties from P” and Gt [FD”. Since an intersection of linear 
subspaces in P” is another linear subspace, we may further suppose the enumerative 
problem B + U is given by families p*81,n*&,. . . ,rc*Zb, where El is a family of 
subspaces of a fixed dimension in P” and &, . . . , sb are families of Schubert subvari- 
eties of G I P”. 
The intersection problem Y + V on Gr P” given by 32,. . . , sb has real effective 
algebraic equivalence [20, Theorem C]. Let Z be a witness. By Theorem 6, n*Y -+ 6’ 
has real effective algebraic equivalence with witness z*Z. 
Let 2 be the lattice of subspaces of P” generated by the (necessarily real) subspaces 
defining components of Z, and let N be a real subspace from the family 81 meeting 
all subspaces of 5?? properly. By Lemma 9, p-‘N n ~‘2 is transverse with all points 
of intersection real. Since rc-‘2 is a deformation of real cycles of the family rr*Y and 
both transversality and the number of real points in an intersection are preserved by 
small real deformations, there is a real fiber (rr*Y), of rr*Y such that p-‘N n (n*Y), 
is transverse with all points of intersection real. Since (z*Y), is a generically transverse 
intersection of real Schubert varieties from the families rr*Ez, .. . , n*zb, the enumerative 
problem E + U is fully real. 0 
Theorem 11. Any Schubert-type intersection problem on WO,J[FP” has real effective 
algebraic equivalence. 
We give an outline, as a complete analysis involves no new ideas beyond those 
of [20]. 
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By Corollary 8, it suffices to consider intersection problems 3 + U given by families 
p *- ~1, 7c *z *S -2 ,..., n Yb, w h ere 31 is a family of subspaces of a fixed dimension in P” 
and & , . . . , EJ, are families of Schubert subvarieties of G 1 P”. 
The intersection problem given by &, . . ,Sb has real effective algebraic equiva- 
lence [20, Theorem C]. Let Z be a witness. Let Y -+ V be the intersection problem 
given by p*Z, and the constant family r-t -‘Z Since ~‘2 is a deformation of inter- . 
sections of real cycles from the families rc* r Y2,...,7c *- fib, we have 
Thus, it suffices to show Y -+ V has real effective algebraic equivalence. 
A proof that Y + V has real effective algebraic equivalence mimics the proof of the 
corresponding result [20, Theorem A] for G 1 P”, with the following lemma playing the 
role of Lemma 2.4 of [20]. 
Lemma 12. Let H c [Fnn be a hyperplane, P $ H a linear subspace, and F c P n H 
a proper linear subspace. Let N Q H be a linear subspace meeting F - and hence 
P - properly, and set L = N n H. Then zn-‘Q(F, P) and p-‘L meet generically trans- 
versally, 
z-‘Q(F,P)np-‘L=!$NnF, P)+x-‘Q(F,PrlH)rlp-‘N, 
and the second term is itself an irreducible generically transverse intersection. 
The proof of this statement closely parallels the proof of Lemma 2.4 of [20]. 
8. Some Schubert-type enumerative problems in IF.&,.-*II”’ 
The manifold F/r,,_2P” of partial flags 1 c n c P”, where 1 is a line and n an 
(n - 2)-plane, has natural projections 
71: Fel,n_2Pn + GI 5’” and p: WI,~__ZV + Gn-2pn, 
where G+2Pn is the Grassmannian of (n - 2)-planes in P”. 
Theorem 13. Any enumerative problem in [F/I,~_zW’ given by pullbacks of Schubert 
subvarieties from G, P” and G,_zP” is fully real. 
Proof. Suppose Nazi ,..., n*zb, pars , . . . , p*L” give an enumerative problem on the 
manifold F/i,n-_2Pn where, for 1 _< i 2 b, Ei is a family of Schubert subvarieties of 
Gi [Is’ and for 1 5 j 5 c, q is a family of Schubert subvarieties of G6,_2Pn. 
By Theorem 6 and Theorem C of [20], rc*Er ,. . . , rc* = Yb give an intersection problem 
Yr ---) Vi which has real algebraic equivalence. Let Zi be a witness. Identifying P” with 
its dual projective space gives an isomorphism G,_zP” z 61 P”, mapping Schubert 
subvarieties to Schubert subvarieties. It follows that p*I’l, . . . , p*P, give an intersection 
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problem Y3 + 6 which has real algebraic equivalence. Let Z2 be a witness. It suffices 
to show the enumerative problem given by Yi and Iv, is fully real. 
Since Zi and Z2 may be replaced by any translate by elements of PGL,+iR (which 
is Zariski-dense in PGL,+i@), we may assume Zt and Z2 intersect transversally, by 
Kleiman’s transversality theorem [14]. Components of ZI and Z2 are Schubert varieties 
defined by real flags. Moreover, each component of Zi has complementary dimension 
to each component of Z,. In a flag manifold, Schubert varieties of complimentary 
dimension which meet transversally and are defined by real flags either have empty 
intersection, or meet in a single real point. (Lemma 9 was a particular case.) Thus 
Zr nZ2 consists entirely of real points. 
Each cycle Zi is a deformation of real cycles from the family Yi. Since both transver- 
sality and the number of real points in an intersection are preserved by small real defor- 
mations, there exists real fibers ( Yl )“, and (Yz),, of the families Yi and Y2 such that 
( Yi )U, n ( Y2)Uz is transverse and consists entirely of real points. Thus the enumerative 
problem given by Yi and Y2, and hence the original problem, is fully real. 0 
In a similar fashion, one may use Theorem 11 to prove an analogous result for 
E/o, l,n--2,n-1 P”, the manifold of partial flags p E e c LI c H c P”, where p is a point, G 
a line, /1 an (n -2)-plane, and H a hyperplane in P”. When n = 4, this is the manifold 
of complete flags in P4: 
Theorem 14. Any enumerative problem in WO,~,~_~,~__I P” given by pullbacks of 
Schubert varieties from WO, 1 P” and Wn__2+_l P” is fully real. 
9. Powers of enumerative problems 
A method to construct a new fully real enumerative problem out of a given one is 
illustrated by the following proposition about intersecting hypersurfaces in P”. We will 
exploit this method in subsequent sections. 
Proposition 15. Let dl, . . . , d,, be positive integers. Then there exist smooth real hy- 
persurfaces D1, . . . , D, in P” of respective degrees dl, . . . , d, which meet transversally 
in n:=, di real points. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the following observations: first, any enumerative 
problem given by intersecting hyperplanes in p” is fully real, from which it follows 
that any enumerative problem given by intersecting cycles composed of unions of 
distinct hyperplanes is fully real. Second, real hypersurfaces may be deformed into 
unions of distinct real hyperplanes. Lastly, both transversal&y and the number of real 
points of intersection are preserved by small real deformations. Cl 
We generalize (and formalize) the first observation: Suppose E --f U is a family 
of multiplicity-free cycles on X and d is a positive integer. Let Ucd) be the locus of 
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d-tuples (u,, . . . , Ud) E Ud such that no two fibers E,,, , . . . , Zud share a component. Define 
Bed + lied) to be the family of multiplicity-free cycles whose fiber over (u,, . . , ud) E 
Suppose- E, --t U, , . . . , & --f ub are families of multiplicity-free cycles on x giving an 
intersection problem Z -+ U and d,, . . . , db is a sequence of positive integers. Then the 
families Zyd’ --f Utdl’, . . . , Qd” + U6(d”) give a well-posed intersection problem when- 
ever each Ul(d’) is nonempty. 
When a reductive group G acts transitively on X and each family & of cycles is 
G-stable, the families Eyd’, . . . , ZFd” give an intersection problem, without any addi- 
tional hypotheses. Moreover, if Z + U is a fully real enumerative problem, then so 
is the enumerative problem given by Zy”‘,. . . ,Efdh. We produce a witness with a 
particular form, which will be useful in Section 11. 
Lemma 16. Suppose Z, -+ U, , . . . , Eb -3 r/b give a fully real enumerative problem of 
degree d. Let d,,..., db be a sequence of positive integers and suppose that for 1 5 
i < b, 6 is a G-stable subset of Ujd” such that the diagonal Ad1 I!J~( R) c K(R), as 
subsets of Ui(R)df. Then for each 1 5 i < b, there exists a point vi E G(R) such that 
the cycles (Zf”“’ )v,, . . . , ( EFdh )u, intersect transversally in d @=, di real points. 
Proof. The restriction F of ZFdf to K is a G-stable family. Thus Y,, . . . , ‘u, give 
a well-posed enumerative problem Y + V. We show this is fully real and compute its 
degree. 
Let 8 -+ U be the enumerative problem given by the families E,, . . . ,236. Since 
B ---f U is fully real, there is an open subset A4 of U(R) consisting of points u E U(lQ) 
such that E,, is d distinct real points. Recall that U(R) is an open subset of the 
product @=, U,(R). Thus, for each 1 5 i 5 6, there exists an open subset Mi of Vi(R) 
such that nF=, A4, Ckf. Note that AdlM; C AdiUi(R) C K(R), from which it follows that 
K( iw) nA4P1 is nonempty and open in K( Iw). Thus M’ := V( IFB) r3 flF=, A4,f’ is nonempty, 
as V( iw) is dense in @=, K(Iw). 
Let w=(w,, ,..., W,d ,,..., wb, . . . . Wb&) E M! From the construction of M’, each 
Wi,/ E k!i and each di-tuple (Wi,, . . . , Wid,) E I$( R). Also, given any sequence j,, . . , , jb 
satisfying 1 < ji 5 di for 1 5 i 5 b, the b-tuple (WI,, , . . . , wbjh) E U(R). Furthermore, 
i=l 
is a transverse intersection, as M’ c V. Since (Yi)(w, ,,,,,, w,d, I= E$, (Si)w,, , we have 
Yw=f)~t~i)w,,= C fi(st)w,, = C qv,, . . . . . Wh,h 1, 
i=l j=, jl ,..., jb r=I jl . . . ..jb 
IliIId, lSj,Id, 
Since the intersection defining W, is transverse, the last equality shows it consists of 
d . nf’=, di real points. 0 
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10. Lines in IP” meeting real subvarieties 
As an application of Lemma 16, we show that any enumerative problem involv- 
ing lines in P” meeting real subvarieties of fixed dimension and degree is fully real. 
Specifically, we prove: 
Theorem 17. Let a 1,. . . , ab be positive integers with al + . . . + ab = 2n - 2. Then 
for any positive integers dt, . . , dt,, the enumerative problem of lines meeting smooth 
subvarieties Xl , . . . ,&, where Xi has dimension n - ai - 1 and degree d;, is fully real. 
Proof. When the degrees di are all 1, so that Xi is a linear subspace of dimension 
n - ai - 1, this is just Theorem C of [20]. 
Consider now the general case of arbitrary positive degrees. By Lemma 16, the 
enumerative problem given by lines meeting cycles Yi, . . . , Yt, is fully real, where each 
Yi is a union of di distinct (n - ai - 1 )-planes. Let Yi, . . . , Yb witness this enumerative 
problem being fully real. Since each Y is a real deformation of smooth subvarieties 
of degree d, and dimension n - ai - 1, choosing such subvarieties Xi sufficiently close 
to each Y shows the original enumerative problem is fully real. 0 
11. (n - 2)-Planes meeting rational normal curves in Ip” 
Let G,+ZP” be the Grassmannian of (n - 2)-planes in P”, a variety of dimension 
2n - 2. Those (n - 2)-planes which meet a curve form a hypersurface in G,,_zP”. 
We synthesize ideas of previous sections to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 18. The enumerative problem of (n - 2)-planes meeting 2n - 2 general ra- 
tional normal curves in P” is fully real and has degree (t”_-:)n2”-3. 
Proof. Identifying P” with its dual projective space gives an isomorphism G,_zP” 21 
G I P”, mapping Schubert subvarieties to Schubert subvarieties. Let EZ c 61 P” x Gn-2[14” 
be the correspondence of lines incident upon (n-2)-planes. The fiber of 3 over a point 
1 E G I P” is the hypersurface Schubert variety Sz, of (n - 2)-planes meeting 1. 
Any enumerative problem involving Schubert subvarieties of G,-21Fr’” is fully real 
[20, Theorem C]. In particular, the enumerative problem given by 2n - 2 copies of the 
family E + G 1 P” is fully real. We compute its degree, d. For the rest of this proof, 
let U denote G 1 P”. 
The image of sZ[ under the isomorphism G,_2Pn 1 G 1 P” is the Schubert subvariety 
consisting of lines meeting a fixed (n -2)-plane. Thus d is the number of lines meeting 
2n - 2 general (n - 2)-planes in p”. By Corollary 3.3 of [20], this is the number of 
(standard) Young tableaux of shape (n - 1, n - l), which is i (?I;), by the hook 
length formula of Frame et al. [7]. (This is also the degree of Gi P” in its Plucker 
embedding.) 
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Let eo,. . ,e, be real points spanning P”. For 1 5 i _< n, set Zi := (e;_i,q). Then 
021, + . . + QI,~ is the fiber of s@’ over (Zi,...,Zn)~U(“)(R). Let VcU(“) be the 
PGL,+ 1 @-orbit containing the point (Ii, . . , I,) E U(“). For t E [0, l] and 1 < i < n, 
define 
Z,(t) := (E-1 + (1 - t)e,, tej + (1 - t)e,), 
where, for j an integer, j E (0, 1) is congruent to j modulo 2. Let y(t) := (Z,(t),. . , 
In(t)). If t~(O,l], then y(t)E V(R). Since y(o)=(Zl,...,Z,)~d”U(aB) and d”U(R)= 
PGL,+i R! . y(O), it follows that AflU c V(R). Then, by Lemma 16, there exist 
points ~1,. . , v2,,-2 E V(R) such that the cycles Ep,. :&I . ’ 3 u!JZ”-_2 meet transversally in 
(:J2)n2n-3 real points. 
Let p(m) := n . m + 1, the Hilbert polynomial of a rational normal curve in [Fo”. Let 
.% be the open subset of the Hilbert scheme parameterizing reduced schemes with 
Hilbert polynomial p. Let Y c .8 x G,_25’” be the family of multiplicity-free cycles 
on G,_z[FD” whose fiber over a curve C E A? is the hypersurface of (n - 2)-planes 
meeting C. 
Note that p is also the Hilbert polynomial of Ii U . . U I,,. Let A E 2 be the point 
representing Ii U . U I,. If V’ is the PGL,+t @-orbit of 1, in %, then Iv1 VJ -+ I” is 
isomorphic to the family @‘” + V, under the obvious isomorphism between V and V’. 
It follows that the enumerative problem given by 2n - 2 copies of Y + .# is fully real 
and has degree (c”_-f) n2n-3 Let W be the subset of A? representing rational normal .
curves. We claim V’( KY) c W(R), which will complete the proof. 
Let [xc,. . ,x,J be homogeneous coordinates for P” dual to the basis ea,. . . , e,. For 
t E @, define the ideal ,$ by 
& :=(xixj - txi+lXj_l (0 < i<j 5 n and j - i > 2). 
For t # 0, & is the ideal of a rational normal curve and 30 is the ideal of Ii U . . . U I,. 
This family of ideals is flat. Let cp : @ -+ 2 be the map representing this family. Then 
cp(R-(0)) c W(R). Noting q(O) = 1, shows A E W(R). Since W(R) is PGL,+t R-stable, 
we conclude that V’(R) c W(R). 0 
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